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We show that the resonance wavelength of silicon-on-insulator ring resonators can be tuned when a top cladding
of liquid crystal is present. In-plane strip electrodes are used to generate an electric field that reorients the liquid
crystal director in the plane parallel to the chip surface. This causes the resonance wavelength to shift toward
longer wavelengths. The magnitude of this shift is about 1 nm, which is twice as large as previously reported shifts.
The experimental results are verified extensively with our simulation tools, where a calculation of the director
orientation is combined with a fully anisotropic mode solver. From this, we get a clear view of the mechanism
behind the tuning. © 2010 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION
All-optical telecommunication systems have attracted much
scientific and commercial interest as they promise faster
and more energy efficient operation than their electrical coun-
terparts. Additionally, they can handle higher bandwidths.
There is a growing need for optical components capable of
efficiently performing tasks such as filtering wavelengths
from a broad spectrum or (de-)multiplexing many optical sig-
nals. Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) is a very popular material sys-
tem for the fabrication of optical components. There are
several reasons for its success. First, it is transparent for
wavelengths of 1550 nm that are used in telecommunication.
Second, there is a high-index contrast between crystalline si-
licon (n ¼ 3:45) and its oxide, SiO2 (n ¼ 1:45), that are used to
form the waveguides and the insulating layers, respectively.
This results in a high confinement of light in the waveguides,
facilitating the realization of compact components. Finally,
the photonic components can be fabricated using the same
techniques used in CMOS fabrication. This mass production
leads to a cheap unit cost.

Ring resonators are very interesting optical filters as they
typically exhibit sharp resonances for certain wavelengths. In
high-index contrast material systems such as SOI, these reso-
nators can be made very small with a high Q-factor and low
losses [1]. For these reasons they are already used in optical
networks. Ring resonators with a tunable resonance are very
attractive for reconfigurable optical networks. Possible tuning
methods are heating [2] and carrier injection. In SOI, these
methods lead to a rather limited range of tunability. A third
method to achieve tuning is to incorporate appropriate clad-
ding layers on the chip. In these layers, a change in refractive
index may be induced [3]. The evanescent tail of the light in
the waveguide mode extends into the cladding and “feels” the

local change in refractive index. The confinement factor de-
termines the influence of changes in the cladding on the effec-
tive index of the mode. As the resonance wavelength of ring
resonators is dependent on the effective index, it will undergo
a similar change due to the cladding layer.

Nematic liquid crystals (LC) are suitable candidates for the
cladding layer. They are optically anisotropic materials, mean-
ing that the refractive index is directionally dependent. Typi-
cal values of Δn lie around 0.2. The director—representing
the orientation of the rod-shaped molecules—of the LC can
be reoriented by an externally applied electric field. When the
tuning mechanism is well understood, the large electro-
optic effect can be exploited to achieve tuning ranges that
can in principle be wider than those achieved with heating
or carrier injection. Ring resonators guiding TE-polarized light
can be made very small, as the modal confinement is high.
This enables operation over a large frequency range, but tun-
ing with cladding layers is not trivial, as the light does not ex-
tend much outside the waveguide. Ring resonators guiding
TM-polarized light have been demonstrated previously [4,5].
They are more sensitive to changes in the cladding layer at the
expense of a smaller free spectral range. TE-based ring reso-
nators with LC cladding for tuning have also been demon-
strated before, although at first the tuning mechanism was
not clear [6]. Subsequently, it has been shown that, in a con-
figuration where the electric field reorients the director from
an orientation parallel to the substrate and the waveguides to
an orientation perpendicular to the substrate, the resonances
of a ring resonator can be tuned toward shorter wave-
lengths [7].

In this work, we investigate an in-plane switching (IPS)
electrode configuration for tuning of the resonance wave-
lengths. This technique allows for wider tuning ranges than
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those proposed previously on the SOI platform. We will start
with an overview of the device fabrication and then describe
briefly the liquid crystal orientation with and without an ex-
ternally applied electric field. We will then present our experi-
mental results. We demonstrate tuning of the resonance
wavelength by IPS of the director. To explain the tuning me-
chanism, we will discuss SOI waveguides with LC cladding
and present our simulations, making use of a fully anisotropic
mode solver. In this way, we can verify our experimental
results.

2. DEVICE DESCRIPTION
A. Layout and Fabrication
An SOI chip forms the base of our devices (see Fig. 1). It con-
sists of an Si substrate, a 2 μm thick SiO2 layer and a 220 nm
thick monocrystalline Si layer in which the waveguide struc-
tures are defined. The SiO2 layer acts as an optical insulation
between the substrate and the waveguides in order to prevent
leakage losses. The waveguide dimensions can be very small
thanks to the high confinement factor of the material system.
The waveguide width is 450nm, and the height is 220nm.
Bend radii of only a few micrometers are possible. With UV-
curable glue we attach a glass plate on top of the chip. Silica
spacers control the spacing, which we estimate to be around
5 μm. The device is then heated on a hotplate together with the
LC. In our experiments, we use 5CB, 4’-n-pentyl-4- cyanobi-
phenyl, a commercially available nematic LC. The LC in its
isotropic state is deposited near the gap between the chip
and the glass. Capillary forces then cause the gap to fill with
LC. Finally, the device is cooled gradually to avoid the forma-
tion of domains. Prior to assembly, the glass plate was spin-
coated with an alignment layer. In the experiments discussed
here, nylon-6 was used to form the alignment layer. After spin-
coating and baking, the alignment layer was rubbed with a
cloth. When LC comes into contact with the rubbed layer,
the director will orient itself along the rubbing direction. In
this way, we can control the initial orientation of the director.
The finger electrodes (see Fig. 2) are made by photolithogra-
phy of the very thin indium tin oxide (ITO) layer that coats the
glass. The fingers are typically a few millimeters long, around
10 μm wide, and spaced by 10–20 μm. They end in large
contact pads with metallic wires attached to ease electrical
connection.

B. LC Orientation
On the glass plate, the rubbing provides a fixed director orien-
tation. On the surface of the SOI chip, an alignment layer

would weaken the effect of the LC on the waveguide mode
due to its thickness and the anchoring forces that inhibit re-
orientation of the surface director. Maximal tuning will be
achieved with very weak adhesion of the molecules to the
surface. This is, in practice, hard to achieve as the anchoring
energy always has a finite value [8] and the molecules experi-
ence some anchoring forces even when no alignment layer is
present. The anchoring strength of the rubbed nylon-6 surface
is very high. It is important to understand what exactly hap-
pens on the surface of the chip before and during the tuning.
Experiments with a polarizing microscope can provide valu-
able insight into this.

We take a close look at one of our ring resonators clad with
a top layer of LC. The orientation of the director at the glass
plate is fixed by the nylon alignment layer, parallel to the
waveguides as determined by the rubbing direction. On the
chip surface, there is no alignment layer. However, from ex-
perience we know that the director is degenerate on the plane
parallel to the Si or SiO2 substrates. However, elastic forces
stemming from the upper alignment cause alignment parallel
to the waveguides at the Si or SiO2 surfaces. The polarizer and
analyzer of the microscope are set perpendicular to each
other, and the polarizer is parallel to the rubbing direction.
We see in the left-hand side of Fig. 3 that most of the micro-
scope image is dark. Upon incidence, only the mode along the
extraordinary axis of the LC is excited, and the polarization is
not changed throughout the device. We can conclude that the
director remains parallel to the rubbing direction at the top
glass plate. We also see that the image is bright at the left
and right side of the ring. On a structured surface like our
chip, the LC director will orient itself in such a manner that
the energy is at a minimum [9–12]. The director will strive for
an orientation parallel to the surface but also to the vertical

Fig. 1. Schematic view of a device consisting of an SOI substrate
with LC cladding, sealed off by a glass plate with finger electrodes
and alignment layer.

Fig. 2. Schematic top view of the finger electrode structure. On the right side, a schematic view of a ring resonator between two interdigital
electrodes is shown.
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sidewalls. The bright regions in Fig. 3 therefore indicate a
twist of the director at the side of the trench around the ring
and to the sidewall of the ring waveguide itself. This results in
a rotation of the polarization of the light and gives rise to
bright parts of the image. A schematic view of the orientation
is shown in the right part of Fig. 3. We can conclude that, on
the chip surface, the director retains the orientation forced by
the rubbing layer except near the etched structures where it
follows the ribs of intersecting surfaces [11]. In the close vi-
cinity of the waveguide, the director is oriented parallel to the
propagation direction of the light. When the director orienta-
tion on the chip is perpendicular to the rubbing direction, the
director can turn either clockwise or counterclockwise. These
situations are energetically equivalent, and when they exist
next to each other, they are separated by a disclination line.
The dark interruptions on both sides of the ring are examples
of this. The situation completely changes when an electric
field is present. In bulk LC the director will reorient along
the field lines as soon as the field is strong enough to over-
come the elastic forces holding the LC. This transition at a
certain threshold field strength is called the Freedericksz tran-
sition. At the surface of the chip, the effect will not be as
strong as in the bulk because the molecules are held to some
extent by the surface anchoring forces. It is not known exactly
how strong these forces are. We lithographically defined ITO
finger electrodes on the glass plate. Applying a voltage results
in an electric field with field lines perpendicular to the rubbing
direction and parallel to the substrate surface. We can see the
effect of this under the polarization microscope (the left part
of Fig. 4). Note the difference between the region near the

electrodes where the dominant field is between the SOI chip
and the finger and the region between the fingers where the
director is twisted in the plane parallel to the surface. Below
the fingers, the director reorients vertically, and the image is
dark. Between the fingers, everything is bright, indicating a
twist of the director. A schematic view of the orientation with
a certain voltage applied is given in the right part of Fig. 4. To
see what the influence of this change in director orientation is
on the waveguide mode, we have to inspect the output of the
component.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Measurement Details
For ease of alignment and quick measurements, we equip our
waveguides with grating couplers. The 70nm deep etched
teeth of these periodical structures couple light from an op-
tical fiber to the nanophotonic waveguides and vice versa [13].
The fiber shines the light vertically on the grating couplers,
and about 30% is transferred into the waveguide mode. As
a light source, we can use a tunable laser or a broadband
source like a superluminescent LED. Polarization controllers
ensure that TE-polarized light is coupled in. The second grat-
ing coupler sends the light again to an optical fiber where it is
fed to either a power detector or a spectrum analyzer, depend-
ing on the light source used. To apply the electric field we use
a signal generator. The signal is a square wave of typically
10kHz frequency. The AC signal prevents ion drift between
the electrodes. We can now measure the output at different
wavelengths for different values of the voltage between the
fingers of the electrodes.

Fig. 3. Left: Image of a ring resonator with LC cladding, no voltage applied. The straight waveguide is indicated in gray. Right: Schematic view of
the director orientation over the structure. The orientation of the polarizer (P), analyzer (A), and rubbing (R) are indicated in the top left corner.

Fig. 4. Left: Image of a ring resonator with LC cladding, with 80V between the fingers. The straight waveguide is indicated in gray. The region
between the fingers (which remain dark) becomes bright as the molecules twist. Right: Schematic view of the director orientation over the struc-
ture. The orientation of the polarizer (P), analyzer (A), and rubbing (R) are indicated in the top left corner.
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B. Tuning the Resonance
The ring has a bend radius of 4 μm and four straight sections of
1 μm. The output spectrum for different values of the voltage
is shown in Fig. 5. We see a clear shift toward longer wave-
lengths for increasing voltages. The magnitude of the shift is
about 1 nm, which is the largest reported tuning range for TE-
based devices tuned with all LC cladding. While the resonance
dips are still well pronounced, they are not as deep as when
the rings are clad with air. The LC introduces some scattering
losses, which reduces the performance of the rings. The re-
sulting Q-factors are around 5000 for the untuned ring and
drop to around 3500 for the fully tuned ring. This corresponds
with propagation losses of 34dB=cm for an untuned ring and
36 dB=cm for a tuned ring. These rather high loss values can
be attributed mostly to scattering of the light by the LC. A
good uniformity of the LC on the chip surface can reduce
these values. However, such a good uniformity is often hard
to achieve without additional alignment layers on the surface.
Adding an alignment layer will reduce the interaction of the
light with the LC, and the resulting tuning will be weaker.
Therefore, we have chosen to leave the surface of the chip
uncoated. When we track the position of the dip as a function
of voltage, we obtain the graph in Fig. 6. We see that there is a
threshold value for the electric field to overcome the elastic
forces holding the LC. After that a small blue shift in the re-
sonance wavelength occurs. The resonance wavelength then
shifts to longer wavelengths until it saturates for high voltages.
This value occurs when all molecules have reoriented to their
maximum twist angle. A further increase in voltage does not
result in an additional shift. Currently, we do not have a clear
explanation for the small blue shift observed. It could be due
to a vertical reorientation of the director occurring at low vol-
tages when the field between the fingers and substrate is
dominant.

4. TUNING MECHANISM EXPLAINED
A. Waveguides with LC Cladding
The effective index of a waveguide is determined by the inter-
action of the light with the materials in which it propagates. As
the mode in our SOI waveguides has evanescent tails extend-
ing into the cladding layers, both the oxide and the LC top
cladding will contribute to the effective index. The refractive
index of the LC nLC ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiϵrLC

p
is determined by the interaction

of the electric field components of the light with the relative
dielectric constants of the LC. While our devices are designed
for TE-polarized light, the mode has nonzero y and z compo-
nents due to the small dimensions. The transverse x compo-

nent of the electric field is the strongest component in the Si,
but near the sidewalls of the waveguide, the longitudinal z
component is very strong. The y component is generally very
small, and we will not take it into account here [7]. In the cells,
the LC director has an orientation parallel to the propagation
direction of the light in the absence of an electric field. When
we apply a voltage between the fingers of the electrodes, the
resulting field will reorient the director in the plane parallel to
the chip. It is readily seen that, in the initial orientation, the x
component of the electric field experiences a low dielectric
constant as the molecules present their short axis. The z com-
ponent “sees” the long axis of the molecules and a high value
of the dielectric constant. When the director turns, the situa-
tion changes. The z component experiences a reduction in di-
electric constant, whereas the x component now sees a higher
value. The two situations are depicted in Fig. 7. We expect that
the x component will have the strongest influence on the ef-
fective index as it is strongly pronounced at the sides and the
top of the waveguide. The longitudinal component is only si-
tuated at the sidewalls. These considerations indicate that the
effective index will increase when a voltage is applied, and we
expect the resonance wavelength of ring resonators to shift to
higher wavelengths like we have seen experimentally. To ver-
ify whether our assumptions are correct, we calculate numeri-
cally the effective index of SOI waveguides with LC cladding.

B. Simulations
We use 5CB as LC, which is a common nematic LC with uni-
axial properties. When solving the modes of a waveguide with

Fig. 5. The resonance dips shift toward longer wavelengths for
increasing voltages.

Fig. 6. When we trace the resonance wavelength for increasing vol-
tages, we find a curve with a threshold value and a saturation effect
for high voltages.

Fig. 7. When there is no voltage applied, the molecules align parallel
to the waveguide. With the electric field present, the molecules reori-
ent in the plane parallel to the surface to align along the field lines
perpendicular to the waveguide.
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this material on top, the dielectric tensor can contain in prin-
ciple nine nonzero elements. This makes the problem difficult
to solve. When longitudinal anisotropy is incorporated, there
is an asymmetry with respect to the z direction. This leads to
off-axis energy transfer of the extraordinary polarization com-
ponent [14–16]. We have developed a mode solver capable of
handling fully anisotropic problems. The calculation is based
on the solution of the variational form of the curl–curl equa-
tion of the electric field, implemented with higher-order edge
elements [17]. First, we want to check the relative importance
of the x and z components on the effective index of the mode.
We compare the cases where the refractive index is high in the
x, y, or z direction. The values of the effective index can be
seen in Fig. 8. We use values for the cladding layer that are
approximately those of 5CB, ne ¼ 1:71 along the long (extra-
ordinary) axis and no ¼ 1:53 along the short (ordinary) axis.
The waveguide under investigation is 450nm wide and 220 nm
high. The values for the effective indices can be seen in Fig. 8.
We also include the values for isotropic cladding with the or-
dinary and extraordinary refractive indices.

We see that a change in the dielectric constant along the x
axis has the strongest effect on the effective index. Therefore,

we expect a larger tuning range for IPS devices compared to
the devices discussed in [7], which is confirmed by the experi-
ments. If the anchoring on the surface were zero and the vol-
tage high enough, we could in principle reach the situation
shown in Fig. 7 and Δneff would be 0.016. This is however
not a realistic situation, as the anchoring on a real chip will
have a nonzero value, which will not allow the director to ro-
tate freely. The numerical calculation of the director orienta-
tion in this geometry and with an electric field present is
difficult, as several equations have to be solved at once.
We developed a tool to solve this problem. A variable order
approach [18] is taken based on the minimization of the
Landau–de Gennes free energy functional [9]. We implement
this model in a finite-element scheme. As the degree of order
of the liquid crystal can vary, it is possible to model defects
where there is a rapid variation in the order parameter. With
this tool, we can model optical waveguides in combination
with LC. The permittivity distribution that results from the li-
quid crystal modelling is taken into account in the modal sol-
ver when calculating the optical fields.

The outline of the simulation space can be seen in Fig. 9. A
1 μm thick SiO2 layer supports the waveguide, which is 450nm
wide and 220nm high. The LC is initially oriented parallel to

Fig. 8. We compare the effective index of the waveguide mode for
different LC orientations. From left to right: LC oriented along x, y,
and z axes, uniform refractive index equal to the ordinary refractive
index of the LC, and uniform refractive index equal to the extraordin-
ary refractive index of the LC.

Fig. 9. We simulate the director orientation of the LC cladding on top
of the waveguide in the presence of an electric field. The results are
imported in the mode solver.

Fig. 10. With our mode solver, we can calculate the x, y, and z polarized fields of the light. We present here the normalized fields along a horizontal
cut through the waveguide (see dotted line in Fig. 1).
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the waveguide, with a small pretwist of 2 deg. Above the LC,
we have defined a thin layer of glass where two electrodes are
defined. For sufficiently high voltages, the field rotates the LC
director. For different voltages, we calculate the director
orientation (Fig. 9) and the effective index of the mode. A hor-
izontal cut through the mode profiles is presented in Fig. 10.
We can translate the change in effective index to a change in
resonance wavelength of ring resonators with the following
equation:

Δneff=ng ¼ Δλ=λ; ð1Þ

where ng is the group index. We find a curve in Fig. 11 very
similar to what we found in the experiments described earlier.
Simulations were performed for different values of the an-
choring at the Si surface. Strong anchoring allows no twist
or tilt of the director on the surface, but deviations become
possible for finite values of the anchoring strength. We can
clearly distinguish the threshold voltage and the saturation be-
havior at higher voltages. The fact that the threshold value in
the experiments is found to be higher is because the spacing
of the electrodes is smaller in the simulations. We choose the
smaller spacing to reduce the complexity and the calculation
time. It is also easily understood why the tuning range is big-
ger than in the experiments. As we work with circular struc-
tures, only part of the ring experiences the maximal director
reorientation, while other parts see no change in orientation at
all. It is, however, important that we have determined and ver-
ified the mechanism behind the tuning of ring resonators with
LC cladding. It can be seen from the simulation results that
there certainly is still room for improvement, as the maximal
tuning range can be around 6 nm. This will require electrodes
specifically designed for ring resonators, as every part of the
ring needs to be tuned in an optimal fashion.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have fabricated LC cells consisting of an SOI chip
equipped with ring resonators, a layer of LC, and a glass plate
with an alignment layer. ITO finger electrodes are defined on
the glass plate. When a voltage is applied, the electric field
reorients the LC in the plane parallel to the chip surface. This
shifts the resonance wavelength of the rings about 1 nm to-

ward longer wavelengths. We have shown that the electric
field components of the light extend and interact with the
LC cladding. The net result is an increase in effective index
when using the proposed IPS configuration. The waveguide
modes were simulated using a combination of two tools. First,
we calculate the orientation of the liquid crystal in the pre-
sence of an electric field. The permittivity tensor that results
is then imported in our fully anisotropic mode solver. The out-
come of the simulations confirms the suggested tuning me-
chanism and explains the tuning curves found in experiment.
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